Example of SLCP Adoption: Shahi Exports

**SHAHI**

- **42** facilities (76% of all Shahi factories) have completed SLCP Verification.
- **5** additional factories will adopt SLCP in 2022.
- **35%** customers have replaced traditional audits with SLCP.
- Embedding a culture of SLCP within the company has resulted in benefits:
  
  Since adopting SLCP, Shahi Exports has saved approximately **4,416 hours** due to reduced audits.

**Why Shahi Exports believes in SLCP:**

- **Value-add**
  Wide acceptance brings down the turnaround time for onboarding of new factories

- **Autonomy**
  Leaner auditing system, reduced dependence on multiple third-parties; ready tool for post-pandemic compliance

- **Credibility**
  Robust and standard framework; vetted by multi-stakeholder technical committees; data customizable to different needs

- **Capacity**
  All HR, compliance, sustainability teams trained on a standard process; allows resources saved to be diverted towards worker well-being

**Supporting SLCP:**

In 2019, Shahi Exports adopted a new approach to social compliance by becoming an SLCP signatory.

Hosted the SLCP India launch in 2019 to bring different stakeholders together.

Member of two SLCP Technical Advisory Committees: Stakeholder Engagement & Communications and Converged Assessment Framework.